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Skills courses are authored by experts in the fields of cloud, security, IT ops, data, mobile, and more. Skills offers
content in multiple formats to maximize the learning experience for your teams.

Note: Not all content types are available to all plans. See Team plan comparison
(https://help.pluralsight.com/help/team-plan-comparison) for full details of plan features and add-ons.
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Resources for you and your learners
Video courses
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Resources for you and your learners

Like to learn at your own pace? Tools likebookmarks,
discussion boards, exercise files, notes, and learning
checks can help your teams learn efficiently, retain
knowledge, and measure new skills. And be sure to
check out the following specialized video course
types:
Executive briefings: Bite-sized courses focused
on emerging technologies, industry trends, and
security developments

Learn about video courses
Learn about the video player
Use browse to explore paths, roles, video

Play by plays: A question-and-answer format
that gives you the benefit of having two experts

courses, and more

walk through a topic and break it down
Conferences: Some of the industry’s biggest
conferences, like Microsoft Azure + AI,
Snowforce, Droidcon, and Pluralsight Live

Interactive courses
See interactive courses in the Skills platform
Looking for a way to practice while you learn?
Interactive courses are excellent for beginning
technologists or learners changing to a new area of
knowledge. Team members can practice as they
learn with hands-on coding challenges and guided
feedback.

Learn about interactive courses
Share video with learners to promote
interactive courses
See overview and start a team trial

Labs
Up for a challenge? Labs enable hands-on practice in
a secure, temporary, and Pluralsight-provided
environment. Each lab includes challenges with stepby-step instructions and access to pre-configured,
live environments.

See labs in the Skills platform
Learn about labs
See overview and request a demo

Google Cloud Qwiklabs
Ready to gear up for your ACE exam or just get more
proficient in Google Cloud? Through Skills’
partnership with Google Cloud, you can get real cloud
environment credentials and labs with Google Cloud
self-paced labs powered by Qwiklabs.
Guides

See Qwiklabs in the Skills platform (click on
Google Cloud to filter)
Learn about Qwiklabs
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Resources for you and your learners

Looking to just solve a problem—not gain a whole
new skill? You can search Guides, copy our code, and

See guides in the Skills platform

follow the steps to build something today in popular
languages like C#, Javascript, React, Angular, SQL,
and more.

Learn about guides

Certification preparation
See certification paths in the Skills platform
Time to master new skills while strengthening your
resume? Skills provides certification preparation
paths and practice exams through CyberVista
(formerly Kaplan) for today's top certifications.

See roles built for certification prep
Learn about certification paths
Learn about certification practice exams
See overview and start a team trial

Q&A (Enterprise plans)
Want to help your teams collaborate? Encourage your
teams to help each other with Q&A. Individuals can
ask questions on Q&A, and the platform matches
them with peers in your organization who have the
right expertise to help.

See Q&A in the Skills platform
Learn about Q&A
Learn how to roll out Q&A to your team

Download a complete listing of our courses.

Download course library
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What's next
Analytics 101. Learn how analytics can support growth, share the value of Skills with your team, and
demonstrate the ROI of Skills with leadership.
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If you need help, please email support@pluralsight.com for 24/7 assistance.

